
1. In a separate container, dissolve two spoonfuls 
of salt (30g - use the spoon provided) into 350ml 
of water.

2. Stir well.

3. Detach the lantern 
head from the reaction 
chamber and pour in the 
salt water until the red 
line is reached

4. If adding the salt water 
after earlier usage, give 
the reaction chamber 

1. Light and power may not be generated 
immediately after adding the salt water…. but 
once it reacts with the aluminium sheets, the Salt 
Water Lantern will power up.

2. The Salt Water Lantern generates heat during 
normal operation - up to 600C… with some 
condensation.

3. If needing to dispose of the salt water used in 
the reaction chamber, this can be poured down 
the sink. It is of low toxicity, however if any 

contact is made with the skin, it can be washed 
off in fresh water.

4. With use, the aluminium sheets will erode and 
can be replaced individually as needed.

5. A warning chime will sound when the Salt 
Water Lantern requires to be rinsed of an 
accumulation of residue. The warning chime can 
be disabled by pressing the reset button.

6. Keep the gold power nodes at the top edges 
of the reaction chamber dry at all times.

and aluminium sheets a good rinse and scrape 
clean to remove any build up of residue.

5. Re-connect the lantern head and reaction 
chamber.

6. Shake the lantern to ensure the salt water is 
well distributed.

7. Turn on lantern. In a few moments the salt 
water will be generating light and USB power.

8. USB Power charging can take place when the 
power button is turned on and the indicator light 
is showing.

Assembly

How to Use

Notes

Using the four latches, detach the lantern 
head from the reaction chamber and insert 
the four aluminium sheets into the sockets 
on the underside of the lantern head.

Reaction chamber Lantern head Latch

Aluminium sheet

Fill mark (red line)

Keep gold power 
nodes dry



MORE INFO
www.itwt.io/saltwaterlantern

Warning chime (sounds if there is an accumulation 
of residue in the reaction chamber)

Brightness control dial

Power on/offPower indicator light

USB Port

Carry handle

Reaction chamber latch

Reaction chamber 
ventilation holes

Electricity 25-30Ah

Output 5V voltage, 1-2A current, USB interface

Running time 3.5 hours per cycle

Power supply Chemical energy conversion

Light source type LED

Applicable for Camping, fishing, emergencies etc

Product weight 700g

Power 240wH per serving of salt water

Size 20H x 9.3W x 9.3Dcm

Capacity (4 aluminium sheets) 52500mAh

Package Size 29H x 15W x 15Dcm

Package Weight 1.0kg

In the box Salt Water lantern, 4 x aluminium sheets, salt, spoon and instructions

Specifications

Component Parts


